
June is Pride Month.  Here is one reason why this recognition is so important.   

 

The other day I posted a meme on the church’s Q+ Working Group’s Facebook page.  It 

says: “Gay Pride was not born of a need to celebrate being gay, but our right to exist without 

persecution.  So instead of wondering why there isn’t a Straight Pride movement, be thankful 

you don’t need one.” 

 

When we speak about the persecution of Q+ people, some respond with an eye roll and an 

accusation that we are being overly dramatic.  We have a “persecution complex” and, perhaps 

should stop whining. 

 

Dictionary.com defines persecution as “the act of harassing or oppressing a person or group of 

people, especially because of their identity.”  Q+ people are subject to that every day. Let me 

give you a very practical example of how this persecution can play out in the day-to-day life of 

my husband and me.   

 

Each year we like to vacation on St. George Island in Florida.  We usually drive down on a route 

that takes us through several southern states.  Let’s say we are traveling through 

Tennessee and we stop for lunch at a café.  The owner sees our wedding rings and, because of 

his “deeply held religious beliefs”, refuses to serve us because we are gay.  There are no anti-

discrimination protections for Q+ people related to public accommodations in Tennessee, so we 

have no recourse but to leave and find food elsewhere.   

 

Or maybe after a long day’s drive we stop at a local B&B in Alabama where we have reserved a 

room.  The owner discovers that we are a married same-gender couple and refuses to rent 

us the room.  She states that she doesn’t allow “those kinds of people to stay here.”  There are 

no anti-discrimination protections related to public accommodations in Alabama.  We will have 

to find someplace else to stay. 

 

I am thankful that I live in a state that offers full Q+ non-discrimination protections. But 

Illinois is only one of 21 states offering full protection.  More than half of the states in this 

country (27 to be exact) have no anti-discrimination protections for Q+ people. Full protection 

states in the Midwest (Illinois, Minnesota and Iowa) are like an island surrounded by states that 

allow this kind of persecution to exist.  Head east to Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania; west to 

Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas; or south to Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia and Florida 

and you have no protection from discrimination based on your sexual orientation or gender 

identity. (https://freedomforallamericans.org/states/)  

 

And, yes, it feels confining. 

 

https://freedomforallamericans.org/states/


So how do we, as faithful followers of Christ and part of this congregation, love those who are 

marginalized and experiencing persecution?  I would like to offer some suggestions: 

 I’m grateful that I am part of a church that boldly says, “God’s Doors Are Open To All.” 

As we live into that motto let us show that those open doors lead to a place of safety – a 

sanctuary – where those who are persecuted will find protection, loving acceptance, 

and a place to heal. 

 Let us proclaim that true religious freedom means we are free to love one another, care 

for one another, defend one another, and stand together without hindrance or 

interference.  It is not permission to discriminate.   

 Let us demonstrate that “deeply held religious beliefs” that are faithful include 

hospitality to all, respect, and agape love as expressed in Matthew 25. 

 We are “Lincoln’s Church” and that carries a certain amount of power and privilege.  Let 

us use the influence and voice we have to speak out boldly against state-sanctioned 

persecution.  Let us use our “bully pulpit” to encourage Congress to pass the Equality 

Act that extends equal (not special) rights for all, regardless of their sexual orientation 

and gender identity, to all 50 states.  The Act has passed in the House but it is on life 

support in the Senate and seems unlikely to pass.  We need to use the power we have 

to encourage our Senators to work harder to pass this bill. 

 While addressing the big issues let us continue to do the simple things.  Let us show our 

love and support by continuing to make bold displays like God’s doors, prominently 

displaying the rainbow flag, standing on the corner in rainbow garb with signs of support 

for all to see, and including Q+ folks in every aspect of the life of the church. 

  

Chaplain Tim 
 


